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 "Archimedes" - Mathematical Society  

 11,103  Belgrade, Dečanska (M. Pijade) 6, post.  Box 88  
 Phone: (011) 3245-382  and 3245-383, Fax: 3245-383  

 E-mail:  arhimed1@eunet.rs    Internet:  www.arhimedes.rs  and  www.mislis a.rs  
 No.  5519/2013, Belgrade, 01.09.2012.  

 ASSETS math teacher at the elementary school,  
 TEACHERS fourth grade of elementary school  

 NEW "ARHIMEDESOVO" Contest  

 "Archimedes"  

 INTERNET MATHEMATICAL OLYMPIAD  

 Invitation to students grades IV-VIII PS  

 We invite all students IV, V, VI, VII and VIII grade math-lovers to this school year 

and participate in a new kind of competition.  We called it MATHEMATICAL 

OLYMPIAD INTERNET.  

 It's individual competition of students in special resolution of the mathematics of 

the competition by using the Internet.  The idea is that students in this way associate 

with math.  This year the competition is organized for the third time.  

   What is it made of?  

 On "Arhimedesovom" additional www.mislisa.rs site, starting from 01.09.2012.  

year, every week (a total of 7 weeks), the publisher of one task.  It will be the task 

and the car (first skill level).  For each correctly solved task student gets 1 point.  

 After 7 weeks (7 tasks), summarizes the results of  And the car, and the 

Commission shall determine which students (and how many points) have qualified 

for the second round Olympiad (axial ve levels).  Results of the first round will be 

published on the site 18.10.2012.  Now then, naredenih 5 weeks, followed by 

assignments II circuits (5-task so), where the student for each task gets solved 

exactly 2 points.  

 The results of the second round will be published on the site 22.11.2012.  

 The most successful rešavatelji I and II schools are invited to the finals of the 

republic (the final stage - a classic contest, no internet).  

 It is planned that the final held in Belgrade (starting in 14 hours) according to the 

following schedule:  

IV    class - 25.11.201 2,  

V      class - 12.02.2012,  

VI    class - 12.09.2012,  

VII   class - 16.12.2012,  

     VIII class - 23.12.2012.  

   How will it be organized FINALE?  

http://translate.google.com/translate?hl=sr&prev=_t&sl=sr&tl=en&u=http://www.arhimedes.rs
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 The finals will be in the form of a combination of oral and written Olympiad. 

Specifically, each contestant gets gradually (one by one) 3 papers, each with  4  task, 

which resolves with the necessary explanations (written and orally immediately 

after).  Estimated duration of the final 3 hours.  After that, the jury announced the 

results, declaring the winners and award prizes (with a diploma) and praise.  

Awards are nice math books.  Undelivered prizes and commendations are sent by 

mail.  Each participant receives the final certificate of participation and an 

appropriate gift.  

  For students coming to the Finals "Archimedes" is not able to bear the expenses.  

  When the student may be included in this competition?  

 It is best to get involved as soon as possible and to solve tasks regularly, in the 

order they are published on the site.  Of course, there is the opportunity to get 

involved in the competition and later, because it will be available and the published 

assignments.  Recommend this event and his friends!  

  Participation in the "Arhimedesovoj" Olympics is the internet free!  

  Awards (with degrees) and receiving praise those students who achieve success in 

proper internet FINAL Olympics!  

  This competition is verified in the calendar contest, which publishes The Ministry 

of Education, Science and Technological Development.  

  How to apply for participation in the decision to send tasks to the Internet 

Olympics?  

 The explanation lies in site: www.mislisa.rs  

 Students, fans of math!  

 Here's another opportunity,  solving mathematical tasks beautiful, learn math 

and now you control how much of this progress.  And that you can also benefit 

from it only if they solve tasks independently, without any help. Otherwise, 

you'll just themselves, parents and teachers pretend that you are something 

that, in fact, used to be quite a bit!  So, through the Self-Test, you will also self 

evaluate and reward or praise to win!  

 Welcome to "Arhimedesovu" III Olympiad internet!  

 We recommend that you look at the site: www.arhimedes.rs  

 We invite all students V  eighth grade elementary school, like mathematics, and to 

participate in the "Arhimedesovoj" correspondence Mathematical Olympiad, as 

well as to engage in the "Archimedes" mailing School.  

 Your "Archimedes"  

  
 


